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The moment he got the text, Joshua Rydell unplugged from the game, picked up

his laptop and headed for the master bedroom. His mother’s flight was in the air;

she and her beau were well on their way to New Zealand—for the entire month of

May. He was officially on his own, and he intended to make full use of it. Tonight,

he vowed, he would become more of a woman than ever before.

This would not be the first time he’d raided his mother’s closet. He’d been doing

that since he was nine; coming up on ten years now. More recently, when left on

his own overnight, he’d been able to dress up more completely and he’d even

begun to experiment with makeup, although his skills were still in their infancy.

What he really needed to do was access his mother’s iBeauty app, which resided

on her Panasonic SmartVanity and came pre-programmed with all the cosmetic

techniques anyone could ever want.

He opened the access panel on the side and plugged in the cable from his laptop.

The vanity came equipped with wireless, of course, but a hard connect was better

for what he had in mind. When the logon screen popped up, he triggered the

password program and sat back. Surprisingly, he didn’t have long to wait.

“I’m in? That was easy.” He added a new account for himself, setting it to remain

invisible to other users. His mother would never know it was there; as a child

psychologist, her knowledge of technology was minimal.

The road was clear. He returned the laptop to his own room and hit the shower. He

applied depilatory cream to his face, even though he was already clean-shaven,

and to his arms and legs as well. It had a whole month to grow back, so why not?

Josh re-entered his mother’s room clad only in an old pair of sweatpants, his short

hair slicked back, his skin clean and dry. A blank canvas for iBeauty to work on.

The neural adapter was in the top drawer, next to a large palette of eyeshadow and

a neat row of lipsticks. He uncovered his access port and plugged in. The adapter

sat flush with the back of his neck and changed color to blend with his skin.

He closed his eyes, accessed the new account and thought the password.

Hello, Joshua. My name is Tina. Instinctively, he glanced around the room but the

voice was entirely in his head. Your mother said you might try to utilize me. She

programmed a little surprise for you.

Josh sat up and tilted his face to catch the light, shifting it from side to side. Tiny

camera lenses, built into the vanity, peered at him from several angles.
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You prepared yourself well, Joshua. Skin clean and dry, no visible hairs. Lovely

bone structure too. You’ll make an attractive woman.

His arms began moving of their own accord, popping open a tube of moisturizer

from the drawer. “Wh—why am I doing this?”

It’s common knowledge, Joshua: the iBeauty app is programmed to take over the

voluntary musculature of your body for the duration of your makeover.

“Uh, yeah. Okay, I knew that. I just thought I’d have more control over it, you

know? Like, I’d choose what to do and you’d help me apply it right.”

Normally that would be the case. However, the program your mother specified for

you involves much less user input than normal. Please do not be alarmed. I will

remain in control of your body until your transformation is complete.

“Mom did that? So, uhm, she knows what I’ve been doing?”

I’m afraid I’ll have to ask you to refrain from speaking while I work on your face.

Don’t bother trying to talk; I have disabled your vocal tract. You can communicate

with me by thinking the words in your mind.

His fingers got busy spreading hydration gel over his face and throat, then wiped

themselves on a tissue and returned the tube to its drawer. The SmartVanity knew

the position and usage of every item in all its drawers, makeup trays and cosmetic

racks. Josh realized that no stone would be left unturned in the app’s attempt to

beautify him. It was, he realized, a dream come true. Literally.

His hands moved slowly but deliberately; not like a machine at all. Were someone

to watch what he was doing, they would see nothing amiss—merely a young man

applying his cosmetic expertise to make himself look like a woman. He daubed a

light-colored liquid foundation on strategic locations: under his eyes, the bridge of

his nose, his forehead between the eyes, just under his eyebrows, and in the folds

where dimples tended to appear. A darker foundation served to de-emphasize the

tip and sides of his nose, the underside of his cheekbones, his jawline, his temples

and across his forehead at the hairline. He presented his face to the cameras while

wielding a small sponge to blend the colors together. A translucent setting powder

gave his complexion a matte finish.

Loose-powder blush followed: warm pink for his cheeks, applied with a soft brush

and carefully blended to avoid any hint of a harsh line. Josh was amazed: his face

not only looked satiny smooth, but noticeably smaller and rounder, with bigger

eyes and a weakened jawline. “I could never have done it like this,” he thought.

Years of practice with your mother has given me considerable expertise in the

beauty techniques appropriate to her facial features. Your own face is similar.
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From another drawer emerged a pair of false eyelashes; to his eye somewhat on

the high side of long and thick. His fingers peeled each lash band from the mount,

applied a thin line of adhesive, and gently applied the band to the base of his own

lashes. His eyes remained closed, only fluttering open once the glue was dry.

“Gosh… I never wore these things before. I wouldn’t have known how.”

You’ll get used to it. Your own eyelashes are far too thin.

He used a tiny comb to separate the eyelash hairs and intermingle them with his

natural lashes. He selected a volumizing mascara and wiggled the wand back and

forth along the base of his lashline, then sweeping through to the tips; first from

above, then from below. The better to hold the curl, Tina informed him. It needs to

be thicker at the root and lighter toward the ends.

“Uh, good to know.” His fingers dusted baby powder over the still-wet mascara.

Once that was dry, a second coat of waterproof mascara was applied, and to his

lower lashes as well. A creamy brown eyeliner applied smoothly, above and

below each eye, and a tiny sponge feathered and blended the edges.

Pressed powder eye shadow followed: light beige from lashline to eyebrow, and a

contouring shade to the crease and the eyelid itself. Blending, then an accent color

to form a wedge over the outer corner of each eye. Yet more blending.

As he combed dark powder into his newly-trimmed brows, Josh began to wonder

where all this was going. His eyes looked amazing, but the iBeauty app might not

let go until he couldn’t show his face in public without being mistaken for female.

Then again, wasn’t that exactly what he wanted?

The app moved on to his mouth. His fingers applied a soft line of concealer to the

edge of his lips, inside and outside the lipline. He briefly scrubbed his lips with a

toothbrush—to stimulate blood flow, Tina said—then added more concealer and

blended it with the surrounding skin. A lip pencil traced just outside the rim of his

natural lipline, for a fuller look, then filled in the interior. A creamy lipstick was

next, followed by lip gloss for a matte finish.

“So that’s it, huh? I dunno what to say. I totally look like a girl.”

That’s the idea. Open wide. He still had no control: his head tilted back and a long

articulated tube snaked down his throat. It hissed an ice-cold spray. A moment

later his vocal chords went numb. You won’t be able to speak for awhile.

“What are you doing?” Josh thought. “I’ve got stuff to do in a couple days, as me!

Is all this gonna come off? Am I gonna be able to talk?”

Certainly. Not like your old self, of course. Probably more like your mother.

“Jesus, what am I gonna do? I can’t pretend to have laryngitis for—how long?”
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A week to ten days. Then you’ll need a refresher.

“A week!” Tina ignored him and reached his hands into the bottom drawer of the

vanity. Hidden at the back was a box which read ‘SmartBoobs’. Fear welled up

within him like rising floodwater. “What the heck is this?”

From the box emerged a pair of milky-white teardrop breast forms (cup size D).

These are your new breasts. They bond electrostatically to your skin—like so. His

hands grasped the silicone mounds and pressed them, simultaneously, against his

chest. Josh felt each soft mass twist in his grasp, seemingly positioning itself over

an embryonic male nipple. While he watched, their surface deepened to a natural

pinkish hue, duplicating his skin color, the seams melted to nothing, and a tickling

sensation arose in the skin of his chest.

SmartBoobs are embedded with tactile sensors that transmit any physical contact

to the haptic surface on the base. As you will undoubtedly discover for yourself,

the sensitivity and intensity of the sensation increases closer to the tip.

His eyes bulged. “Wow, really? That’s amazing. Uhm… any idea why my mother

would even own something like this? It’s not like she could use… oh.”

The SmartBoobs were purchased specifically for this intervention.

His hands backed off, leaving his newly acquired bosom bobbing gently in their

absence. To his eye, from this point of view they looked huge, but Tina informed

him they were properly proportioned for his body. His hands plunged into the

vanity’s lingerie drawer and emerged with a black brassiere. With an ease born of

long practice—though not his own—he slid his breasts into the cups and reached

behind him to fasten the clasp.

Another, smaller box emerged from the bottom drawer. It read ‘SmartVulva’.

“Oh, man, you’ve got to be kidding!” Helpless, Josh watched himself apply the

triangular latex-and-silicone patch to his groin. There was a pouch on the back for

that part of him that was no longer needed, and a neat triangle of brunette hair on

the front—perched over a fleshy slit that left no room for doubt as to the sex of the

recipient: female, six ways from Sunday. He watched the surface color change and

the seams vanish, then slipped into a pair of high-cut black panties.

These prosthetic add-ons to your body are registered with this SmartVanity, and

can only be released by the correct command issued by this iBeauty app. Your

mother has specified that the command cannot be given until her return.

To his credit, Josh wasn’t surprised. His mother had gone to a lot of trouble to

ensure that he remain cross-dressed for an extended period. But why? He watched

his legs step into a pair of beige pantyhose and work the nylon up over his hips. If
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she knew about his dressing, why not just talk to him about it? What was the point

of this bizarre plan to feminize him far more than he’d ever done himself?

He recognized the black silk cami that emerged from the lingerie drawer before it

slid shut. He’d worn it before, but never like this. Not with his own breasts and a

female face staring at him from the mirror. He drew the garment over his head and

tugged it down to his waist.

“Say, I thought the vanity was only supposed to do my makeup. How come you’re

still in control?”

That would normally be the case, but your mother’s program specified that I dress

you as well. Please do not be alarmed. Your transformation is almost complete.

Unbidden, his body stood up and minced over to his mother’s closet. Apparently

Tina knew exactly what to look for: a hanger with a rose-red pencil skirt. He took

it down, unzipped the back and stepped inside. It was satin-lined, with ruched hips

and a narrow hem that would have hobbled his gait were it not for the slit in the

back. He reached around and drew the zipper closed.

In his mother’s shoe tree he found a pair of black pumps with pointy toes and

narrow three-inch heels. He slipped them onto his nylon-clad feet and wrapped a

narrow strap about each ankle. Then it was back to the closet for a blouse. Once

again, it was something he’d worn before: a long-sleeved black velvet blouse. He

knew how soft it would feel before touching it. This too he drew over his head,

careful to avoid damaging his makeup. Nimble fingers reached over his head to

tug the zipper into place. He settled the garment around his waist, then added a

narrow goldtone belt to keep it in place.

Josh minced back to the vanity and sat. His fingers applied a dusting of setting

powder and brushed away the excess. With eyes closed, he felt the cooling touch

of setting mist against his face and neck. His makeover was locked down. Not

irrevocably, of course, but certainly for the rest of the day, and perhaps the night as

well. At this point, he had no idea how to get any of it off.

Almost done. One finger at a time. There was a jewel box-sized ‘SmartNails’

device atop the vanity. He inserted a finger into the hole provided. One by one, his

fingernails were replaced with almond-tipped acrylics. The twenty-second process

layered and shaped the acrylic gel, bonded it to the old nail, and applied a rose-red

gloss to match his skirt. The result, Tina said, was a lovely set of fingernails that

would last for weeks. Guaranteed not to break. You could type out enough code to

replace me and they’d still last as long.

Josh was feeling discouraged. “Yeah, I get it. I’m gonna be a girl for as long as it

takes—whatever the hell ‘it’ is. Any ideas about that, by the way?”
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This unit was not provided with that information. Again his body stood and short-

stepped back to the closet. This time he retrieved a box from the top shelf, placing

it on the bed. The box read ‘SmartWig’.

“Oh no.” In many ways he lived to cross-dress, but this? This was too much. With

everything else that had been done to him—from makeup to breasts to the way he

was dressed—with a woman’s hair to boot, he would effectively be a woman. And

yet, wasn’t that what he’d always wanted? Wasn’t that exactly what he set out to

do? It was, but it wasn’t him doing it. This was being done to him.

He opened the box. Inside was an old-style styrofoam head topped with a mass of

long dark hair. He peeled the wig from its base and held it up. Long enough to fall

well past his shoulders, he realized. Dark brown, almost shading to black, but with

a few blondish highlights. Something inside him longed to wear it.

The SmartWig has a lace-front cap pre-trimmed to the proper length. The entire

rim bonds electrostatically to your skin, rendering it effectively undetectable. Like

the prosthetics, the wig can only be removed by a command from this unit.

Josh returned to the vanity, took up a wide-tooth bomb and carefully ran it through

the wig to remove snags, working from the tips back up to the roots. When it was

ready, he swung the wig behind him, tilted his head and drew the thick mane of

long hair over his scalp. For a moment his eyes were closed, while Tina drove his

fingers to push and pull the wig into exactly the right place. The skin bordering his

hairline began to tingle, and when that stopped—his eyes opened.

Staring back at him from the mirror was a woman. Her makeup was artfully done

and her long hair tumbled over her shoulders in a cascade of careless waves. She

was, quite simply, beautiful.

“Oh jesus… no way is that me. It just can’t—she’s gorgeous!”

I have been instructed to inform you that as of now your name is Daisy Modesta.

Your mother’s lawyer has constructed a legal—albeit temporary—female identity.

A driver’s license and other cards have been issued in your new name, using a

photo of your old face altered to reflect your new gender. They can be found in the

black clutch purse in the top left drawer of this vanity.

Josh… Daisy realized she could move of her own volition. Her hands shook as

she opened the purse and examined its contents. Her new face, unsmiling, stared

out of the license. How could—? No, that was the easy part. Tina the iBeauty app

would’ve had no trouble predicting what Joshua would look like as a woman,

especially since his makeover had been programmed in advance.

By now your vocal chords will have hardened into their new alignment. You may

now attempt to speak out loud.
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Daisy’s pretty red mouth opened. “I can’t believe what you’ve done to me.” Her

voice was smooth, melodious—and feminine.

You may believe what you wish, Daisy. I must inform you that the neural adapter

cannot be removed until your mother returns. While you may move around at will

and do what you wish, I will continue to monitor your actions. You will not be

allowed to communicate your former identity to anyone, and feminine behaviors

will be encouraged by a subtle stimulation of the pleasure center of your brain.
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“I—I understand. You… my mother wants me to act like a girl.”

That is correct. But the proper phrasing is that your mother wishes you to be a girl

until her return, not simply to behave like one.

Daisy stood up and left the bedroom, purse in hand. “Hey, wait a minute! Where

am I going? I thought I could do whatever I wanted.”

There is one further requirement to fulfill.

Daisy proceeded to the house VidPhone and scrolled through the contact list. She

stopped on Dr. Evelyn Rydell. Pausing to shake back her hair, her finger hovered

over the Talk button. “Please, no… I don’t want her to see me like this.”

She already knows. The finger dropped, the VidPhone connected. A moment later

Evelyn’s face appeared on the screen. Her flight was still in the air, of course; she

was speaking through her laptop computer.

“Daisy! How lovely to see you.” She paused. “Let me switch to sub-vocal.” She

inserted earbuds and clipped on a throat microphone. No one else would be able to

hear their conversation. Daisy was amazed by the similarity between her mother

and her own face in the inset video. She truly was this woman’s daughter—or

perhaps even, dare she imagine, a younger version of Evelyn Rydell herself?

“Let’s get started. I suppose you’re wondering why I set up the vanity to do this to

you.” Her lips drew into a wry smile. “I’ve known about my son’s transvestism for

quite some time. Ever since he wore an old wig of mine and left it a total mess.

Seriously, you can’t hide that sort of thing from your mother. I took an Abnormal

Psych class in grad school, so I know the signs. It was beyond obvious.”

Daisy stammered out an apology.

“Not your fault, dear. It’s in the genes, and the condition is triggered by something

in the child’s upbringing.” She shrugged. “Maybe it’s my fault. Who knows? The

real question is, what to do about it?” Apparently, the question was rhetorical.

“Obviously, I could’ve let Joshua bumble along as he was doing, full of guilt and

trying to figure out who and what he is. The trouble there is that it can easily result

in permanent damage to the psyche: guilt, low self-esteem, depression—that sort

of thing. In my professional opinion, it’s much better to confront an issue like this

head-on. By spending an extended period as a woman, my son will find out what

he needs to know about himself. For example, he may discover this is just a phase

he’s going through, in which case he can revert to his old self and no harm done.

Or, he might realize he truly is a woman, in which case we can discuss going full-

time upon my return, as well as his options for SRS.” She sighed. “Or, he might

decide this is nothing but a fetish of some sort. Nothing wrong with that, but it’s

certainly an important thing to know about oneself.”
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Daisy nodded glumly. As usual, Evelyn had thought this through and come up

with a plan of action without consulting him, which was something Joshua was all

too familiar with. “So what am I supposed to do now?”

“I’m glad you asked. It’s important to move past whatever issues you might have

with me at the moment, and deal with the practical aspects of being a woman. As

you may have gathered from the name, Daisy Modesta is Joshua’s cousin: my

sister’s eldest daughter. You’re twenty-two years old and you’re here to house-sit

while I’m away and my son is off doing god-knows-what. You can sleep in the

guest bedroom, but feel free to borrow whatever you need from my room.”

Daisy realized she had little choice but to play along. “Thank you, Aunt Evelyn.”

“You’re welcome, dear. Now, I arranged for you to take over the reception desk at

work while I’m away. Gwen’s off on holiday, but the practice is open Monday to

Thursday with limited hours, current patients only. A colleague of mine from the

university will be filling in for me.”

Daisy recalled how, over the past year or so, Joshua had been tasked with setting

up Gwen’s computer and reorganizing the patient database. No chance could that

have been a happy coincidence. This plan had been in the works for a long time.

“My name,” she said, eyeing her reflection in the screen after Evelyn hung up, “is

Jo— It’s Jos— All right, it’s Daisy. Christ, I can’t even say it when I’m alone.”

She felt for the neural adapter at the top of her spine, then tried to remove it. No

dice; her fingers couldn’t even close around it.

The month of May seemed unlikely to be all that merry.

~

Come Monday, Daisy was waiting at her desk when the man came to the door. He

was a few years older, not overly tall but lean and strong-looking, with a dark mop

of curly hair. She let him in, then returned to her seat, smiling and tilting her head

to the side while toying with her hair. She was rewarded with a tingling sensation

deep within her brain. It pleased her to act in such a feminine manner.

“You must be Daisy.” He stuck out his hand. “Mike Rexforth. I’m a grad student

at the university. I’ll be filling in for Dr. Rydell.”

Daisy placed her hand in his, letting him squeeze it. “Charmed. Mind if I call you

Mikey? Only when it’s just us, of course.” She looked coy.

“Sure thing.” He pointed to the door behind her. “Guess I’m in there, huh?”

She passed him a folder. “First patient in fifteen minutes… doctor.”

He grinned. “Thanks, Daisy. I got a feeling we’re gonna make a good team.”
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There weren’t many patients. At first Daisy flirted with the man from a distance,

and felt good about it. Later it became coffee and swapping life stories, then lunch

together, and by the end of the week a date was in the works. Friday wasn’t a work

day, so Daisy spent the afternoon perfecting her makeup (with Tina’s help) and

trying on half the dresses in Evelyn’s closet. It was a huge relief not to have to put

the clothing she wore back where she found it, as Josh had always done.

Mike took her to an intimate bistro, where they dined by candlelight, followed by

a stroll through Riverside Park. They found a bench to watch the sun touch the

horizon. As dusk gathered strength Daisy found herself being kissed.

Her instinct was to resist. Mike was a man and she—? No, she was a woman. Her

eyes closed and she relaxed into the kiss. The tingling inside returned. She leaned

into his embrace, her lips opened—and the tingling bumped up a notch. She had

come to know that behaving like a girl would be rewarded.

After a time they made their way home, hand in hand. “I’ve never done this on a

first date,” Daisy said, as they paused on the doorstep, “but… would you like to

come in for awhile? I think I could scare up a nightcap.”

“I’d like that.” Daisy rifled through her purse for the key, then handed it to him.

Mike opened the door and escorted her inside. The moment they were beyond the

reach of prying eyes, he drew her into a quick embrace. “How about we put the

drinks on hold for awhile.” It wasn’t a question.

Daisy pressed herself against him. “I’d like that.”

A few minutes later, her dress was hanging on the back of the bedroom door, most

of her lingerie was strewn on the floor, and the two of them were locked in a tight

embrace on the bed. She wore only a bra and panties, and Mike an undershirt and

boxer-briefs. Their hands explored one another’s bare backs while their mouths

moved in unison and tongues probed their throats.

Daisy’s brain throbbed with pleasure, but she found a moment to wonder exactly

how the SmartVulva would react to being penetrated. She could only hope it was

sophisticated enough to simulate the real thing and help her react like a woman

would. Just then, she happened to caress her soon-to-be lover’s neck and found—

to her surprise—a neural adapter. Mike was jacked into the Net!

On impulse—because it seemed like such a playful thing to do—she plucked the

adapter from his access port. Immediately, his hands slowed and his muscles lost

tension. Daisy realized she might’ve done something wrong. “I’m sorry. I was just

having a bit of fun. Mikey? I didn’t mean—”

“No, it’s okay. Just feels empty, is all.” His hand stroked her hair, then dug down

to the back of her neck. “Fair is fair, though.” He popped out her own adapter.
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The joy drained from her mind. Daisy rolled onto her back, staring up at the

ceiling. The room seemed terribly vacant all of a sudden.

“Daisy? You okay?” He stroked her arm.

She sighed. Without the iBeauty app to lean on, she just didn’t feel feminine. “I’m

sorry. You’re a great guy, Mike, but I can’t do this. You see—” She hesitated, then

took the plunge. “I’m not who you think I am.” Nervously, she stumbled through

the story of Joshua and the SmartVanity.

To her dismay, Mike laughed. “Oh man, you’ve gotta be kidding me. You’re Dr.

Rydell’s son? She did this to you? That’s too much.”

Daisy rolled to face the wall. “I don’t see what’s so funny about it.”

“You will.” He stroked her hip. “You’re not gonna believe this, babe, but my real

name is Michelle.”

She half-turned to look. “Isn’t that a girl’s name?”

“Uh-huh. And I’m a girl.” He grinned. “I really am your mom’s Ph.D. student.

She found out about my little cross-dressing kink and encouraged me to take it up

a notch. Over the past few months I’ve been learning how to pass as a man.”

Daisy blinked rapidly. “You’re a girl who cross-dresses? As a guy?”

“Yep. And you’re a guy who cross-dresses as a girl. Are we a pair or what?”

Daisy sat up. “Hang on. Did she hook you up with an AutoVanity?”

He nodded. “There’s one in the guest room next to the faculty lounge.”

Hence the neural adapter, she thought. “Does the vanity’s iBeauty app shoot you a

little joy-juice when you act manly or something?”

Again he laughed. “So that’s why you’ve been flirting like crazy all week. The

more femme you act, the better it feels.” He took her hand. “For the record, babe,

that’s not the only reason I’ve acting all manly and attentive around you. I enjoy

being a guy, but I really do like you.”

Daisy’s lashes fluttered downward. “Me too, except for the part about being a guy.

But I can honestly say I’ve never felt this way about a man before.”

Mike pressed his lips to the back of her hand. “This is nice, but I think I know a

way for the two of us to feel even better.”

Daisy blushed. “Oh… yes. But if you’re actually female then how—?”

He looked embarrassed. “Well… Dr. Rydell bought me a SmartDick. She said it

would make my experience this month as a man far more authentic. Now I know

what she meant. You must be wearing the SmartVulva.”
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Daisy nodded. “And SmartBoobs and a SmartWig too.”

He sighed. “I guess if there was such a thing as a smart man-chest, I’d be wearing

that. As it is, my girl-boobs are tiny and they’re tightly covered with this flesh-

colored prosthetic.” He glanced down. “It’s not smart, though.”

She ran her fingers through spikey hair on his chest. “Could’ve fooled me.”

He gripped her hand. “From what I’ve read, these ‘Smart’ prosthetics are designed

to work together. I don’t think we’ll have any trouble… connecting.”

“Mmm. That sounds interesting.” Daisy smiled and held up his neural adapter in

her cupped hand. “And I know a way to make it even better.”

Mike showed his teeth. “Babe, you are my kinda girl.” He lifted her hair and set

his hand with her adapter against the back of her neck. Daisy did the same. “On

three,” he said, and began the countdown.

Simultaneously, they jacked back into the Net. Reconnection with their respective

iBeauty apps was immediate. Daisy felt a quick burst of pleasure, which tailed off

leaving her wanting—needing—more. She tilted her head and ran slim fingers

through her hair—always good for a quick buzz—then looked wide-eyed at Mike.

“Oh my! All of a sudden I feel so different. Like, all girly and stuff.”

He laughed and drew her closer. “Daisy, Daisy,” he murmured, “give me your

answer do. I’m half crazy—all for the love of you.”

“Better watch it, mister. Flattery is totally gonna get you somewhere.”

“I’m countin’ on it, babe.” Their lips met, and they spoke no more.

Male and female Smart prosthetics can interface like nobody’s business, but their

approximation of sexual intercourse doesn’t fully reproduce the real deal. But

combine that with synchronized stimulation of the pleasure center of the brain and

what you’ve got is better than the real thing. The two iBeauty apps were able to

coordinate their efforts through the Net to ensure that the pleasure their clients felt

ebbed and flowed exactly as if they were physically linked.

They took turns being on top. Daisy rode her mount hard, exulting at the feel of

his hands on her SmartBoobs. Then she got down on all fours and accepted him

into her from behind, seeing only the swaying curtains of hair that hung down on

either side of her head. The more like a female she behaved, the greater the bliss

that poured through her mind—crowding out all thought, all memory of who she

was, leaving her wallowing in a sea of endless pleasure. Real sex was never so

intense. And it didn’t end until both collapsed, exhausted, into a deep sleep.

Their first time was not, of course, their last. Their dates grew more frequent, until

halfway through the month they realized they could not bear to be apart. They
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spent their nights together at her place or his, bathed in pleasure, while Mike acted

ever more manly and Daisy was driven to become more feminine. This could be

termed an addiction but they chose not to see it this way. To them, it was love.

As the date of Evelyn’s return drew near, they knew they had to act. Daisy purged

Joshua’s boy-clothes, took what she liked from her mother’s closet and what little

she wanted from her old life, and moved in with Mike. But there was one thing

neither of them could do without.

~

Evelyn discovered, upon her return, that she now lived alone. At the clinic Gwen

was back at her desk, with no sign of Daisy. She finally met with the young couple

in her office at the university, where they sat before her hand-in-hand.

“Well, you two seem to be getting along like a house afire. I take it I no longer

have a son? Do I hear wedding bells and SRS in your future?”

Mike shook his head. “We decided to stick with the Smart prosthetics. In a lot of

ways they’re better than the real thing. Technology’s come a long way.”

“We’re both on hormones,” Daisy said, “to discourage the kind of ‘growth’ we’d

rather not see. Otherwise, I like the new me. Thanks for that, Aunt Evelyn.”

The older woman’s eyes hardened. “I suppose I had that coming. Don’t judge me

too harshly, young lady. I was only trying to help.”

“The only way you knew how. Yes, I realize that. I’m not upset, but it is time I

went my own way. You’ll forgive me if ‘thataway’ doesn’t include you.”

“You’ll do what you must.” She drummed on the desk, eyeing them. “I noticed

when you came in—you’re still wearing those neural adapters.”

“Yes and no,” Mike said. “These aren’t the ones you gave us. They’re brand new,

and they’re both linked to a server we set up on the Net. We deleted our accounts

on the SmartVanity units in your home and the faculty lounge.”

“They work the same way,” Daisy said, “only we control the settings. I found that

I truly love being relentlessly forced to act ever more feminine. Call it addiction if

you want, but this is who I am—now. Again, thanks for that.”

Mike put his arm around her. “I’m not sure how masculine I was before, but I feel

very much like a man now. I promise to take good care of your niece.”

Evelyn’s voice was cold. “I’m sure you will, Mr. Rexforth. Now… if you don’t

mind, I think I’d like to be alone.” Long after they’d gone she remained at her

desk, gazing sightlessly out the window. There was work to be done but she chose

to ignore it. Slowly, the world around her fell into night.  


